Microsoft Research Cambridge Residency

WE ARE HIRING

Are you interested in gaining research skills and experience while tackling real world challenges at a leading tech company?

At Microsoft Research Cambridge, UK, we are looking for a diverse range of researchers and engineers with unique perspectives to join our two-year Cambridge Residency Program. As part of our program, Residents will have the opportunity to:

• Work alongside prominent researchers and engineers
• Build and apply research and engineering skills and get hands-on experience working on some of society’s toughest challenges, in areas spanning Cloud Infrastructure, Confidential Computing, Future of Work, Machine Intelligence, and Health Intelligence
• Join a multi-disciplinary research team and work directly on a project
• Benefit from a rich program of training opportunities and interesting technical talks relevant to career development
• Benefit from mentorship and network opportunities broadly across Microsoft
• Be a part of a vibrant residency community
• Gain a similar experience to that of a Post Doc position without the need of a PhD for some roles

We are hiring throughout the year and have positions available. To find out more and apply, please visit aka.ms/CamResidency.